
Universal Non-Aerosol Air Freshener



What is Eco Shell®?
Using our revolutionary Clip and go, clip and throw™ design, the      

Eco Shell® air freshener is strong on fragrance impact and can be 
easily replaced using just one fitting. The ‘shell’ shaped design also 

provides a high quality appearance for a variety of locations and uses.  

The stylish Eco Shell® universal air 
freshener is a non-aerosol scent solution 

that brings a variety of locations 
‘out of their shell’. 

Specifications 
Material (Dispenser body & parts): PP

Inner fragrance core: EVA
Double sided sticky pad: Polyurethane Foam Flexible.   

Dimensions (H x W x D) mm: 52 x 180 x 67 | in: 2 x 7.1 x 2.6
Weight: kg: 0.18 | Ib: 0.4   

Case size: 6 per case. 
Features: VOC exempt & recyclable.



Science made simple
Can be fitted easily and quickly to almost any 
surface using one of two fixings - a clip & sticky pad 
(both fixings provided for user preference) with no 
difficult programmable settings.

Child resistant fragrance core
There are no small fragrance parts within the Eco 
Shell® inner fragrance core, such as beads or liquids, 
that can otherwise be a choking hazard.

Variety is the spice of life 
Eco Shell® can be used in a variety of different 
applications, such as hotel bedrooms, air
conditioning vents, homes, offices, etc. and 
enhances the surrounding environment. 

Large surface area for superior scent
The EcoShell™ can provide superior scenting due to 
a large internal refill surface area. 

Clip and go, clip and throw™ 

The revolutionary design allows the user to use the 
same fitting for every dispenser used. To replace  
Eco Shell®, the user simply replaces the dispenser
with a brand new version using the same fixing. Due
to its design, Eco Shell® is fully recyclable without
any disposal issues.

Just natural airflow needed
Eco Shell® a fragrance system made from flexible 
EVA that requires just natural airflow to work, 
without batteries or power. It is liquid and leak free 
and is a non-aerosol scent system. 

VOC exempt & recyclable
Eco Shell® is recyclable and VOC exempt, using no 
external power source or propellants.

Why choose Eco Shell® ?



Bergamot & Sandalwood: Fresh top notes 
of citrus lemon with a woody base makes this 
an alluring aroma. [ECOSHL BERGAMOT]  1

Kiwi & Grapefruit: A tangy, fruity blend 
of kiwi and grapefruit that releases a zesty 
fragrance with a hint of musk. [ECOSHL KIWI]  2

Lavender & Geranium: Revitalize and 
refresh the senses as the calming & vibrant 
nature of lavender and geranium form a 
tranquil setting. [ECOSHL LAVENDR]  3

Sea Salt & Bamboo: Escape the everyday 
along the windswept shore with the aroma of 
sea salt filling the air around you. The freshness 
of crunchy sea salt is wrapped in oceanic and 
marine notes to transport you to the seashore. 
[ECOSHL SEA SALT]  4

Intensity Scale  1  = Strong   5  = Subtle

Fragrances



Features & Benefits:

Large Surface Area 
Large internal surface area for quality 

fragrance.

Optimum Scent
Curved vents and internal slats for 
optimum scent delivery and better 

distribution of fragrance.

Clip and go, clip and throw™

Once you have used one you can replace 
with a brand new version using 

the same fixing.

Child Resistant
Child resistant fragrance core – no small 

fragrance parts such as beads or liquids which 
can be a choking hazard.

High Quality
High quality perfumes.

Recyclable
Eco Shell® is recyclable.

Any Surface
Can be fitted easily and quickly to almost any surface 
using one of two fixings - a clip & sticky pad (both 
fixings provided for user preference). 

Versatile 
Can be used in a variety of different applications, 
such as hotel bedrooms, air conditioning vents, 
homes and offices.

Economical to Run
No batteries or propellants, just natural airflow.

Fragrance Identification
Inner core available in multiple shades for 
fragrance identification.

Simple Installation
Simple to install and no difficult settings.

Stylish Design
 Stylish “shell” shaped design, 

giving a high quality look for any 
establishment.
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